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I. SUMMARY UNCLASSIFIED 
An explosive streamer which departs somewhat from the original line 
charge concept is described. The proposed streamer has a loading equiva-
lent to one pound of cast 101-1 per foot of streamer. The exploding charges 
(of 25 pounds each) are contained in three inch diameter aluminum tubes 
suspended beneath a towing cable and are spaced at intervals of 25 feet 
along the entire length of the streamer. Initial explosion tests indicate 
that the charges can be exploded without damaging the towing cables. A 
study of buoyancy calculations indicates that steel tubes six inches in 
diameter or larger may be required to provide buoyancy if it becomes 
necessary for such tubes to withstand explosion pressures from large 
(600 pound) explosive charges. If the tubes need to withstand only the 
pressure from explosions of adjacent explosive sections, tubes of four 
inches diameter may suffice. 
II. CONTAINER DESIGN 
Progress Report No. 15 contained a tabulation of dimensions and 
buoyancies of several possible arrangements of float tubes for an ex-
plosive streamer. The streamer considered was designed for a line charge 
of explosive 25 feet long having a cast HBX-1 charge weighing one pound 
per foot. The tabulated data indicated that, in order to achieve neutral 
or slightly negative buoyancy with hollow tubes which would withstand 
the explosion of other units of the streamer, containers having overall 
dimensions as great as 316-1/2106 inches would be required. Therefore, 
it was believed desirable to consider other arrangements which might 
eliminate some of the disadvantages of having the explosive charge in 
three separate units. 	
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At a conference with Bureau of Ships, Code 620 personnel on Juno 13, 
1510, a streamer was proposed in which an explosive charge consisting of 
25 pounds of cast HBI.a. is carried in one tube approximately 7-1/2 feet 
long suspended below a towing cable. A hollow tube attached to the ex-
plosive container by means of a pair of cast aluminum yokes provided 
buoyancy for the assembly. Cast aluminum was chosen for the yoke material 
because of its light weight and because of its ability to shatter during 
Us detonation of the explosive charge. The first yokes were made of 
Alcoa Alloy #212 because it was available locally. Tests will be made 
using yokes oast with Alcoa Alloy 195-T6. This alloy must be heat treated 
to develop its maximum strength. It is believed that its use will effect 
'a considerable weight saving over the use of the #212 alloy. 
Figure 1 is a photograph of the explosive unit with its float tubs. 
A complete 400 foot streamer would consist of 16 such units separated 
by two three-inch-diameter, 8-1/3-foot-long spacer units. The spacers 
would contain the necessary actuator unite. Each actuator unit would 
initiate the nearest 25-pound explosive charge and would initiate a 
charge which would blow the spacer tubes on each side of the main charge 
clear of the cable. Thus, with the explosion of each 25 pound charge, 
25 feet of the streamer would be expended. 
In a streamer assembly such as that described above, it would be 
possible to obtain the necessary buoyancy in several ways: 
1. Use an air-filled float tube in the explosive unit of a size 
sufficient to give neutral or slightly negative buoyancy to the 25 toot 
section of the streamer. The spacer units would be water-filled to re- 




Diameter Aluminum Tube Containing Explosive Charge 
Cast Aluminum Yoke 
Figure 1. Explosive Unit of Proposed Streamer 
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2. Use an air-filled float tube in the explosive section of a size 
sufficient to give neutral or slightly negative buoyancy to the explosive 
unit only, with wood-filled spacer tubes on each side of the explosive 
units to provide the desired displacement. 
3. Use a wood float of a sine sufficient to give neutral or slightly 
negative buoyancy to an entire 25 foot section of streamer. The spacer 
units would be water-filled and would provide no buoyancy. 
4. Use a wood float of a size sufficient to give neutral or slightly 
negative buoyancy to the explosive unit only, with wood-filled spacer 
tubes on each side of the explosive unit to provide the desired displace-
ment. 
Buoyancy calculations have been made to determine float tube sizes 
required for the four possible arrangements suggested above. The tubes 
were assumed to be of steel, and wall thicknesses were estimated to with- 
stand (a) pressures 25 feet from a boo pound charge of east HBI-1 0 (b) pres-
sures 25 feet from a 25 pound charge of cast HBX-1. Wall thickness/diameter 
ratios WO were based on ASME-UPV Code for design of tubes for external 
pressure loading. It was assumed that the peak explosion pressure required 
for collapsing the tubes would be approximately five times the static pres-
sure required for collapse. 
Results of the calculations are assembled in Table I. Steel tubes 
six or more inches in diameter are indicated if the floats must withstand 
pressures from large explosive charges and provide only slightly negative 
buoyancy. At present, the use of tubes of such a size would seem to be 
impracticable. However, before final rejection of the nigh-strength float 
tube concept, data should be obtained relative to the resistance of those 
UNCLASSIFIED -44- 
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5 110.7 102.5 1.08 
6 143.1 132.0 .93 
B 159.6 207.0 .77 
14 113.4 110.6 1.03 
4-1/2 118.5 12e.6 .97 
5 126.0 135.1 .93 
Cable (25 Feet.) 
2 Cast Al Yokes 
2 Al Spacer Tubes 
1 Al 6xploeive Tube 
2 Actuators 
Miscellaneous Fittings 
Explosive (Sp.Gr. 1.7) 
Wood - 0 lb/ft,3 
3. licod Float 
Water-rill 
Spacers 
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6.4 Pounds 
14.0 Pounds (/) 
7.0 Pounds Cl) 
6.o Pounds 
5.0 Pounds 
25.0 Pounds rr, 
Weight 
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U NCLAS IFIED tubes to collapse by underwater explosions. If hollow cylinders e 
withstand only the explosion of the charge in the next streamer section, 
it is possible that float tubes having a diameter of four inches may 
suffice. 
The possibility of utilizing wood floats for the streamer unit was 
pointed out in Progress Report No. 15. Practicability of this type of 
float must be determined by subjecting units to the explosion pressure 
from large charges. 
Plans are being formulated for tests to determine resistance of 
the various possible float tubes to large scale explosions and to deter-
mine towing characteristics of the streamer assembly. 
Preliminary tests are being mad* to obtain design data for stream-
lined ends for the explosive units. These ends will be shaped to minimize 
drag and turbulence when the streamer is towed at operational speeds. 
This work is being carried out by Mr. R.W.S. LaVier who is associated 
with the Engineering Experiment Station and the Georgia Tech School of 
Aeronaut ice. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
Underwater explosion tests have been made using explosive units similar 
to that shown in Figure 1. The explosive charge contained in the three-
ineh-dismstor aluminum tube was approximately 28 pounds of cast HEX-1 
and was initiated by a pentolite booster. 
Two successive explosive charges did not damage a 1/2-inch 8x19 wire 
rope used as a suspension cable. The aluminum yokes, which were cast 
Alcoa Alloy #212, were blown clear of the cable. 
els UNCLASSIFIED 
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A 5/32-inch lx19, rubber-covered aircraft strand was broken by the 
explosion of a similar charge. The break occurred at or near one of bhe 
yokes. ghen this test was repeated, the cable was not broken, but the 
aluminum yokes cut through the ruboer to the steel cable. 
Cable OT-10, a 1/2-inch nominal diameter armored electrical conductor, 
was undamaged by two successive shots using the explosive assembly described 
above. Neither the electrical conductor nor the insulation was damaged by 
the two tests. 
IV. PROGRA'! FOR IWEDIAT8 FUTURE 
Additional explosion tests will be made using explosive units similar 
to that shown in Figure 1. The aluminum yokes for these assemblies will 
be cast of Alcoa Alloy #1)5-Tó. 
Towing and explosion tests in full-scale will be planned to determine 
the hydrodynamic cnaracteristics of the streamer units and their resistance 
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I. SI•:.ART UNCLASSIFIED 
Towing tests of a 100 foot length of non-streamlined prototype of 
the explosive streamer propose e by Georgia Tech nave been conducted at 
The U.S. Navy Mine Countermeasure. Station, fanama City, Florida. 
The noise level of the disturbanoe causea by movement of the non-
streamlined assemblies through the water wee no higher than the back-
ground noise of the bydrophons system with which the measurements were 
made. At a towing speed of eight knots, the float tube-explosive units 
appeared to be quite stable. Rotation of the units about an axis coin-
cident with the towini cable was limited to an arc of about six degrees 
as indicated by an inclinometer mounted in one of the sections. Tuning 
drags of the non-streamlined assemunea at 6, 6, 1) and L knots were 
100, 850, 1450 and 1800 pounds respectively. These drags will be ma-
terially reduced by streaglining of the float tube-explosive units in 
the final assembly design. 
II. .:1Lefil LATAL 4DRE 
During the week of August 13, 1)50, units of the explosive streamer 
proposed by Georgia Tech were subjected to towing tests at the U.S. navy 
line Ceuntermeasure Station (USNW:5), Imuma City, Florida, in order to 
determine towing drag and to measure the noise level of the water dis- 
turbances caused by passage of the streamer througn the water. The 
streamer consisted of four dummy explosive assemblies with two aluminum 
spacer tubes (three incase in diameter) between explosive units. Yne 
spacer tube was placed ahead of the leadie L; explosive unit and one spacer 
was placed after the last explosive unit. Spacer units were wood-filled 
to make them of slightly positive buoyancy. The cumuli explosive assemblies 
ale 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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were stellar to that shown in Figure 1, erogress Report No. 16, July 31, 
150, except that the four inch diameter steel tube was replaced by a 
4-1/2 inch diameter wood float. The float and explosive tubing; were not 
streamlined for these tests. Spacer eectiens and explosive assemblies 
were approximately eight feet lone, so that the total length of the streamer 
tested was approximately 103 feet. The streamer units were slightly buoyant. 
An inclinometer and a hydrophone were mountee in the spacer tube on the after 
end of the streamer with this tube rigidly secured to the explosive assembly 
immediately ahead of it. With this arrangement, any rotation of the ex-
plosive assembly away from the vertical position would be transmitted to 
the inclinometer. The streamer tow cable was a 0.3-inch diameter, six 
conductor armored cable. 
Streamer units were launched by hand, one at a time, over the stern 
of an ANW while the vessel was dead in the water. The streamer cable 
passed through a snatch block secured to a paravane by a ten-foot pendant 
so that, when the paravane was launched from the starboard quarter, the 
streamer was pulled out of the towing vessel's wake. The paravane was 
set to tow at a depth of 30 feet. The length of the paravane taw cable 
was approximately 150 feet, while the length of the streamer tow wire was 
approximately 250 feet. 
Table I shows towing drags as indicated by tensiometers when the 
streamer was towed at various speed. 
Durine the towing operation the paravane maintained a position ap-
proximately 135 degrees relative to the towing vessels course. 
The noise level of the disturbance caused by the streamer when towed 
at eight knots appeared to be no higher than the background noise of the 
hydrophone system, 'which, it is understood, would be insignificant in com, 
parison with torpedo noise. 
gia, UNCLASSIFIED 
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Inclinometer recordings at eignt knots indicated orientation of the 
dummy explosive units with the vertical within t 3 degrees. Stability 
apoerently decreased when speed was increased to ten knots, but the in-
etrulents ceased functioning before reliable data could be recorded. 
-he streamer, as observed from a in boat, appeared to be quite stable 
and towed without snaking or cork-screwing when submerged. Towing depth, 
as estimated by sonar gear on the FT boat, was approximately 27 feet. 
Readings at several points along the streamer did not vary more than two 
or tnree feet. 
The load on the streamer tow cable was a steady strain without 
jerks, although there was some vibration of the cable. The amplitude of 
the vibration was approximately 1-1/2 inches. uawination of the tow 
Gaels after the tests failed to show evidence of any tendency of the 
cable to untwist. 
Aark near the water's edge on the paravane tow cable, which, ex-
cept for the swells or crests of the waves, remained at the water's edge, 
and the steady strain on the paravane tow cable indicated absence of 
bunting or excessive snaking of the streamer. 
A wedge stopper on the after end of the streamer tow cable gave way 
shortly after the towing vessel's speed was increased to 12 knots and the 
streamer units slipped from the cable. 
III. STRIWER DESIGN 
Units are being assembled for towing tests or 1CY foot streamers. 
'VA'se units will have streamlined ends to reduce towing drag. Figure 1 
shows the end of one explosive assembly and a portion of the adjacent 
spacer tube. 
steel and aluminum cylinders of various diameters and wall thick- 
-a- UNCLASSIFIED 
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Ca e 	Fee ) 
2 Cast Al Yokes 
2 Al Spacer Tubes 
1 Al xplosive Tube 
2 Actuator* 
Miscellaneous Fittings 
Zmiplosive (Sp.Cr. 1.7) 
Wood - $0 lb/ft3 
TABLC 
BUOYANCY DATA FOR 25 FOOT ItIFLOSIVE STREAkER ASSI ,;13LI 
1 44 
	
Weight -..Water 	Buoyancy 	,w 
Float 	Dia. of 	Unit DispIaced. Factor* 
(Inches)' (pounds) 	Wa 
4 y8.1 • 	76.o 1.25 
5 110.7 102.5 1.08 
6 143.1 132.ci .93 
8 159.6 20.0 .77 
b 1i3.4 110.6 1.03 
4-1/2 118.5 12.6 .97 
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4 	118.7 	110.0 	i.o8 
4-i/2 120.J 120. 1.00 
5 	129.8 	135.0 	.96 
4 	100.5 	78.5 	1.28 
5 111.9 43.0 1.09 
6 	125.6 	132.0 	.95 
Iployancy Fac o a= We On 
1 
Weight in Air of Individual Components 
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nesses are being prepared for ;se 	large scale explosion tests at MUGS. 
They will bo exposed to under!fAo2 a4plosions of 600 onc HU charges 
to simulate explosion of z tor?edo aarhead. Collapse data will bo utilized 
in to design of float tubes ror the explosive streamer. 
TV. PliAl$: 	Dii.DIATE FUTURE 
It is anticipated that towing tests of streamlined units will be 
conducted at 'We UHNMCS during the week of September 10, 1550. Collapse 
tests of hollow cylinders using 600 pound explosive charges will be 
carried out shortly thereafter. It is expected that explosive tests 
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I. SUMMARY ' 
Towing tests of 400»foot streamlined prototypes of explosive 
streueers were carried out at the U.S. Navy mine Countermeasure Sta-
tion during the month of september. 
During wring of a 400-foot streamer employing 4-1/2-inch diameter 
wood floats capped with non-oavitating points, the drags were 00, 1100 
and 1600 pounds at 10, 12 and b knots respectively. Towing drag was 
increased somewhat by increasing the diameter of the wood floats to 
5-1/2 inches. 
Onderwater explosion of 600-pound HBX-1 torpedo warheads crushed 
hollow, seamless steel floats having wall thickness to diameter ratios 
of less than 0.030, where the distance between the explosion and the 
hollow tubes was lees than about 30 feet. The effect of the explosion 
on the other streamer components is described briefly. 
II. EXKADENTAL. WORK 
A. Towing Tests  
Tests using streamlined, dummy explosive unite were made at the 
U.S. Navy mine Countermeasure Station (USNVCS) during the month of 
September to deteraine stability and drag characteristics of full-length 
streamers when towed at operational speeds. Three separate streamers 
were employed during these tests: (I) a 410-foot streamer with 4-1/2- 
incn diameter wood floats and the tbaVe-inen diameter explosive tubes 
capped with long, non-cavitating points for streamlining„ ( 2) aLio:!.. 
foot streamer similar to (1), out with floats and explosivo tubes capped 
with blunt nose °gives for streamlining, and () a 300-foot streamer 




 sive tooes capped with long, non-oavitatinis points. 
The stream:re were towed from the stern of the towing vessel using a 
"silent type parevane which carried the streamer out of the towing vessel's 
make. rie streamers possessed moderate positive buoyancy to permit recovery 
in the event of the parting of a toe cable. The positive buoyancy caused 
the after end of the streamer to ride at or near the surface of the water 
at speeds of eight knots or less when the paruvane was set for a depth of 
3'). feet. At speeds greater than eight knots, the after end of the streamer 
was sUbmerged so that it was not visible from the towing vessel. 
As was the case in the tests 'previously reported in Progress Report 
No. 17, August 31, 1950, an inclinometer was mounted in tiro last section 
of the *trimmer to furnish an indication of the stability of that unit. 
During teste at towing speeds of 12 knots, the total angle of rotation 
of the flostoexplosive-tube assembly averaged from 16 to lb degrees with 
occasional peaks up to 25 degrees. At towing speeds of 15 knots the 
average rotation indicated by the inclinometer was 30 to 0 degrees with 
occasional peaks as high as SO degrees. Radical course changes of the 
towing vessel had no apparent effect on the stability of the unit. 
In comparison with the six degree are of rotation previously reported 
for a towing speed of eight knots, it appears that the above figures 
may be somewhat high. Additional tests are to be carried out to cheek 
these data. 
The towing drags, as indicated by tensiometers when the streamers 
were towed at various speeds, are tabulated in Table I. 
Throughout the periods of towing of all streamers, tensiometers 
indicated steady strains on paravane and streamer tow cables.. When 
towed at 15 knots, several of the aluminum yokes, broke near the point 
U NCLAS SUED  
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of fastenine to tee wood floats. eatterns will be modified to increase 
the strength oe- tea castings in the areas were tractt.r eccurred. 
B. exAosive Teets 
In order to obtain data for the design of etre/12er floats able to 
resiet the nearby explosion of a torpedo warhead, an array of hollow, 
seamless steel cylinders twine various disasters and wall thicknesses 
were exposed to the underwater explosion of 600-pound ceurges of OX-L. 
In addition to the hollow steel cylinders, typical wood-filled spacers 
and sod floats were placed at several different distanoes free the 
explosions. The explosive charges were detonated at a depte. 	apprexi- 
eately 45 feet in about 6o feet of water. 
The peak pressure 25 feet frogs the explosion was estleated to be 
approximately 51o'l pounds per square inch at ü depth of aeeroxleately 
30 feet. 
Taole TI shows the condition or it hollow- cylinders after the 
explosions. 
ell steel tube av 	wall thickness to outside diameter ratios 
less than ).03r:-, were cruehed when closer to the explosion than about 
3o feet. These included steel tubes of diameters 3, 4, 6, 7 and inekees 
and sail thickness to dtaeeter ratios at 0.016, e.117, 
 canon e.e30. Four-tech diameter tubes havine a wall thickness of 
e.14e-ince Old not collapse at distance greater than 3.1 feat. 
An eight-foot, cast Bereel eharge upproxieately three inches in 
diameter, similar to teat which will be used in the explosive streamer, 
was cracked sligntly by the explosion at 4 distance of aperoximately 
37., feat. Tao sliget damage, however, woule not impair its effectiveness 
in subsequent use. 
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were crushed slightly and in some cases were broken In the center as a 
result of breakage of the dowels sith which the two four-foot sections 
:7ttined to make eit oot Uoats. 
III, PLAN FC,RDtTi LTURE 
xlosion tests will be z.a.de at Lake Arabia employing assemblies 
made up of aluminum yokes manufactured hy the Aluminum Company of America. 
These tests will be carried out with special rubber-cowered cable man-
ufactured by the £3. F. Goodrich Company. 
Yoke patterns will be altered to increase the strengt,, of the cast-
ings at the points where they are secured to the w(K;C floats. 
consideration will be given to the design of a split yoke wU.cli 
possibly would nut reAuire silattering in order to acoot4plish clearing 





AomfaVaitiL, 	 t4tY/ 	Assistant project Director 
Gerald A. HoSselot t Director 
State Bngineerin4 Experiment Station 
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I. 6e'eekelY 
ndarwater oeplosion tests carried out in October at Lake Arabia 
have shown that damage to (Joodrich, rubber-coated aircraft strand is 
confined to the points at which the cable passes throueh the nubs of 
she yokels with which tt14 floats and explosive tense are secured. VA 
daeage resulting from the detonation of 26-pad cearges of eapl4Asives 
in the explosive -tube of the streamer units can be materially reduced 
by insertion of rubber bushings in the nubs of the yokes. 
.;ork has been started on the design of a streemer which sill employ 
fleat-exploeive units approxibately 13-feet long. Detector-actuator units 
will be integral parte of the float-explosive tube assembly. 
iatterns are being cempleted for casting two-eiece yokes. These 
yokes will be split in such a wanner that they 14ay fall clear of the cable 
after the explosive charge has oeen detonated. 
Eie ,eRIMENTAL eAdt. 
During October a weber of underwater explosion tests were carried 
out at Lake Arabia in order to detereine the resistance of B.P. Ooodrich 
rubber-coated aircraft strand to the explosion of streamer units . The 
float-exploeive tube assemblies employed in these tests were Similar to 
that shown in Figure le frogre. Report No. 17, August 31, liO. The 
cast aluminum yokes utilized in fabricating the assemblies were hIcea 
Alloy 319T6. Ti4ev were cast end eeat treated in the Aluminum Company of 
Ifeerica plant at Cleveland, puo. The floats and tee explosive tubes wars 
approximately eight feet ion. lexplosive charges weigbee about 26-pounds. 
The Cables used to simulate the streeuer too line were 5/lb-ince aircraft 
strand coated with rubber to an outside dimeeter of $0/l6-inub. 
4111111  Ut\ICLASSWIED 
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Underwater detonation of the explosive charges resulted in cutting 
the rubber covering of the cables where they passed through the hub of 
each yoke. Otherwise, the cablee were undeeaged. 
Subsequent tests indicated that damage to the cabla coverine could 
be eaterially reduased•ey ensertion of tough rubber bushings into the yoke 
hubs. 
In all of eight test elrinee, the 3191'e alloy - aluainue castings 
cleared the cables completely. 
TM. STREAUER DESIGN 
As a resit of a conference with Bureau of Shim Gods 620 and 
U.S. Navy Mine Countermeasures Station (USNKCS) personnel, consideration 
is being given to the design of a streamer in which the detector-actuator 
units will be carried in the float-explosive tube assembly. The overall 
length of the assembly will be approximately 13-feet. Work on the long 
streeeer units is being carried forward concurrently with development of 
the original - b-1/3-foot units. 
Georgia Teich personnel have been working in clots 'co-operation with 
IfteVCS personnel in oombining structural features of fleets and yokes 
which will be compatible with electronic and acoustic requirements of 
the detector system. 
;.'etterns ere beine completed for caetine two-piece yokes. The bottom 
are of these yokes will be split in such a manner that the yokes will be 
free to fell free the tow cable after the explosive charge &iaa been deto-
neted. The hub of the yokes will be of a size end shape to eccoeeedate 
the power take-off transfer•er o 	detector-actuator units. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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IV. PLANS F ,DR IUMEUAT,'; FUTURE 
Upon completion of the patterns, a number of "Split" yokes will be 
east and subjected to strength and explosion tests. 
Processing of steel cable for rubber-coating will be discussed with 
representatives of the B.F. Goodrich Company and additional cable specimens 
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*meter explosion tests dale been performed at Lake Arabia using 
streamer assemblies which carried 44 puunda of cast Mel. 5/16-inch ie:ea 
rope having an independent wire rope core was used to simulate the tow 
wire. Slight damage to the bare cable occurred as a result of two succes-
sive exploaions on the same specimen. Samples of the wire rope nave 
been sent to the S.F. Goodrich Company for rubber-coating. Test asseme 
bliss ed in the experiments were fabricated with special yokes. The 
lower arms of U.S yoke were mede in two pieces, one section being hinged 
to the main yoke body at the hub. Detonation of the explosive charge initia-
tors shattered the connection at the lower end of the arm, permitting the 
binged section to open and fall free of the tow cable. Wodele of the 
split yokes have been sent to the bureau of c :7ih.V.11, Code 620 and the U.S. 
Many 4ine ,:ountermeasures Station for examination and criticism. These 
yokes have spaces for electronic components of the detector-et:teeter units 
cast as integral parts of the yoke arms. 
Fork ban been started to deter-tno the most suitable protective coat-
ing for streamer floats. 
DinICR4 
. Tow Cable 
gia Tenn representative visited the plant of the 9.F. Goodrich 
Company' in Akron, Ohio, to dismiss the design of tow cables for the explo-
sive etreaeer. tar. C. r'. legeillon, 4anager of the Special Products Uivision 
bas been in charge of the work in connection with the processing of air-
craft strand for explosion tests at Georgia Tech. From the discussion of 
the type of damage that the rubber covered cables had been suffering, it 
was concluded that the most likely solution would be to insert to h 
lb 
 rubber 
On lalicuss 1 V tE 
1_ 
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sleeves into the hubs of yokes of the streamer assemblies. This, it was 
bell ved, would permit a reduction in thickness of the jacket which must 
be bonded to the cable. 
It was pointed out that the 5/16-inch lx19 aircraft strand used in 
the past tests was extremely r,tiff, a factor which greatly increased the 
difficulty in processing the cable for jacketing. It W83 the opinion of 
r. Leguillon that use of a flexible cable would make possible the securing 
of a much more uniform adhesion to the cable than has been possible with 
the stiff strand. it tris in mind, a 5/16-inch 6x19 improved plow tel 
cable having a wire rope center was processed for testing at Lake Arabia. 
It was agreed that, if the bare wire rope was undamaged by explosion tests, 
rubber-coating should be attempted and further explosion tests should be 
carried out. 
A proqess is under development at Goodrich whereby individual wires 
may be rubber-coated prior to stranding for wire rope construction. This 
development has not reached a stage to be of immediate value in the present 
problem. 
Correspondence with the Borg-aarner Corporation has revealed that one 
of their products (T/PLY) is used as a bonding agent by several of the 
manufacturers of electric wires and cables. The Simplex are and Cable 
Company was among the manufacturers listed. A special submarine mine 
cable has been ordered from the Simplex Company for use in tests in con-
nection with the explosive streamer. This cable will, be an armored 
electrical conductor having a neoprene jacket bonded to the armor wires. 
B. Streamer Yokes  
Figure 1 showy the main featuros of one of this first split yoke 
designs. In the most recent design, the pad at the and of the upper arm 
-2- 	UNCLASSIFIE 
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has been replaced oy a hollow ogive 5-1/2 inches in di-eter and eaving an 
overall length, frostbase to pint, of 12 incees. This :neve will eu an 
integral part of the yoke castine, and. will bays efficient, vole, It is 
believed, to house the electronic components of tee deteotor-acteetor de-
vice, as well as one of the hydrophone crystals. The power transforter 
of the unit will be housed in the split hub of tha yoke. Tee three-inoee 
diameter cup ehoen on the ttom are of the yoke has been lengthened on 
the most recent models to provide space for one of the hydrophone crystals. 
Uodele of the split yoke eaye been furnished to the Bureau of .hips, 
Coda 62c end the U.S. eevy eine Countermeasures etatie7n for eeamination 
and criticism. 
C . Streamer Floats 
Fork bAts bccn started to Cind a suitable pretectve ceetiee wrech can 
be easily applied to the 3trr,I.:1.ar ficaV3 	!A".*).vent the 'gw)d 	absorbing 
water and losine its buoyancy. A numeer of seeolmene ere beIne prepared 
for water immersien tests. Catine to be tested will include rubber base 
paints, synteetic resin coatines ana varnIsh. 
III. LI2-111_NTAL. RK 
Exploeien tests rave been carried oet at Lake Arabia in order to as-
certain whetner or not a 5/16-Inch 6x1$ wire rope tow cable would be damaged 
by the detonation of an explosive streamer unit. The cable specinen tested 
was a 5/16-ince 6x1e improved plow steel wire rope havine an independent 
wire rope core. Ttel breaking strength of the cable was approximately 
le,eee pourds. The float-exploaley tube asseebly was made up usine the 
split yokes which were mentioned in rogress Report No. b. Tee eeed 






weighed approximately 44 pounds and was contained in an aluminum tube three 
inches in diameter. 
The center lines of float and explosive were approximately 1 i.nohes 
Art and the tow cable was located belt way between the two center lines. 
In an attempt to reduce the explosive force against the lower area of the 
yokes and in turn, reduce the force with which the yokes would be driven 
against the cable, the ends of the explosive charge were located approxi-
mately six inches from the yokes. The charges were initiated at each end 
by blasting caps located in detonator wells provided rear the lower end of 
the split half of the yoke. A small luantity of composition 0 3  was placed 
in the detonation well around the blasting crap. it was believed that the 
detonation of the cusp and plastic explosive would shatter the lower extremity 
of the yoke so that the hinged or split portion could open and permit any 
remaining pieces of float and yoke to slip free of the tow cable. Detona 
tion of the ceps would be picked up by short lengths of primacord which 
led 2-pound pentolito booster charges. 
Tee underwater ebete were made on the bare 6x 1Y wire rope described 
above, with the part of the cable passim through the yoke , hu protected 
by liarris rubber bushinge. i is ht of the small individual wires of the cable 
were broken on the first shot. These breaks occurred several feet from the 
yokes. No damage was observed in the vicinity of the yokes, atd only minor 
cuts were observed on the Mereis Bushings. 
The escort 4 shot on the same cable broke a few more individual wires in 
the six or eight root portion near the center of the assembly, but none of 
the damage was oonsidered serious. Bits of wood fiber were found imbedded 
in the portion of the wire rope which was located near the center of the 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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aseambly. This could possibly Indicate that the cable was perhaps thrown 
against tog wood floats before the float disintegrateC Such an explanaw 
do might also account for the broken wires. 
To performance of the cable was considered sufficiently promising to 
warrant rJtOer-jacketing. A 100 foot sample of the rope was sent to Goodrich
for processing. 
IV. ?LANS FOR ligik6DIATF. Flatin 
The 5/16-inch 6x19 rubber-jacketed wire rope mill be tested under 
explosion conditions as soon as samples are received from the B.F. Goodrich 
Company. 
Upon receipt of comments from the Bureau of Ships regarding the struc-
tural features of the split yokes, all nee-sugary changes will be incorporated 
in the design and the neoessary patterns for casting the yokes will be made. 
. 1-ater immersion tests of float samples will be initiated as soon as the 
specimens have been coated and cured. 
The procurement of materials will be initiated for carrying out tests 
with streamer explosive units carrying approximately 'YO pounds of cast HBX-l. 
Respectfully submitted. 
rrecericx ii winger„ 
Project Director 
Bard H. Sachs, Jr., v 
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1.xplosion tests have been made at Lake Arabia in which spacer sections 
and all components of the float-explosive tube assemblies have been blown 
clear of the suspension cable. Splitting of spacer tubes was accomplished 
by use of 100-grain plastic coated primacord imbedded in the faces of the yoke 
and spacer section ends and extended the entire length of the spacer section. 
Wood test specimens have been prepared to determine the effectiveness 
of coating materials in preventing water absorption tfy float section.. 
Ii. STRU 	DFSIGN 
Among the specifications relating to the design of the eaplosive 
streamer under development at Georgia Tech, it vas required that spacer 
sections adjacent to an expended explosive section be blown clear of the 
towing cable. A Aethod has been devised for accomplishing this operation. 
The success of the sethod depends upon the propagation of detonation between 
pieces of primacord imbedded in the faces of the end plugs of the spacer 
sections and the yokes of the explosive-float assemblies. ftgure 1 shows 
the arrangement of the primacord in the yoke hub and spacer tube end plug. 
The primacord is resign-Bickfordis 1p0-grain plastic coated detonating cord. 
The primacord in the yoke hub leads to the detonator for the main explosive 
charge and is initiated simultaneously with the main charge. The explosion 
is propagated across the interface between the yoke and the spacer tube and 
is picked up by the primacord sections which extend the entire length of the 
spacer tube. Detonation of these long sections splits the spacer tube so 
that it will fall from the tow cable. 
Preliminary reports from the O.S. Navy Mine Counts ensures Station, 
41111116 
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Figure 1. %-rangement of Pr -Lacord for Removing Spacer Sections from Streamer Tow Cable 
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Panama City, Florida, indicate that the space requirements for the electronic 
components of the detector-actuator units will be fulfilled by the hollow 
°gives of the yokes described in rogress Report No. 20, November 30,1950. 
III. 	at4t4TAL itORK 
experiments have been carried out at Lake Arabia to test the function-
ing of the system described above. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of units 
for the. first explosion test. 6nds of adjacent units were held in contact 
with each other by heavy rubber strips. A bare steal cable was used to 
simulate the tow cable. Tn order to investigate the possibility of in-
sulating the exposed cable Oetween the yokes of the float-explosive tube 
assemb4, a piece 4). - 1/2-incO saran pipe was used as a sheath for t:roo. 
portion of the cable. 
aen ti, charge was Cetonatd., unit b, C snd D Cigure 2) and the 
saran ipo sere completely removed from the caole. The thrust bearing was 
undelhak,e43. The end plug or Unit 1'0," at ti l extra 	left end of the unit 
in Figure 2 was knocked loose but no other damage was absentee. 
 0c5 id test was wade with two spacer sections in position B and D 
and with the explosive unit in position C. One of the spacers used in the 
second test was unit "A" which had been previously exposed to the explosion 
in the first test. Detonation of the second shot removed all unite and the 
saran pipe from the cable. 
IV. CALJ DESIGN 
Simples of wire rope furnished to the b.F. Goodrich Comoany are being 
processed and shipment is anticipated the second week in January. 
Samples of wire ropes with copper conductor core are being shipped 
to Georgia Tech from the American Steel and 4Ure Company. It is believed 
111111111  UNIULASStr alp 
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Fimire 2. Arrangement of Streaer Units for Explosion Tests 
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that, if the rubber-coated cables do not prove satisfactory, an alternative 
will be to use the wire rope with conductor core in conjunction with an in-
sulated sheath for the exposed portion of the cable in tha vicinity of the 
explosive tube -assemblies. 
V. inATSRFROOF FLOAT COATIN3S 
Several wood test specimens have been coated with paints and varnishes 
for use in water immersion tests. Coatings *latch have been applied include 
rubber base paints and synthetic resins. These specimens will be sent to 
Faraea City for water absorption tests. Additional specimens will be pre-
pared as chemicals are received. 
V. PIA A1,,, FOR 17.DIATE FVT ,:RE 
F.ixdlosion tests of rubber-jacketed cable will be wade at Lake Arabia, 
when the cable le received. 
Coated wood specimens for water immersion tests will be sent to kanama 
City for long period immersion at operational depths. 
Assembly of streamer units will be initiated for explosion tests under 
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Explosioa tests of 25-foot streamer units have been 	lewd at lake 
Arabia. Minor sus and cuts in the jacketsere the only damage sustained 
by a rubber covered5/16-inch 6x19 wire raps with independent vire rope 
center which ass used as the tow cable. 
Attempts at waterproofing wood float units by painting th various 
paints and resins have not with no acmes. The merthed.giving the most 
promising results involved the coating of the fleet with 1/16-inch same 
tread gum rubber. This gives a tough, elastic coating *latch has been ap-
plied to short speciosa of the 5-1/2-inch diameter float material. 
Streamer units are being fabricated for explosion tests underway at 
the U.S. Navy Mine Countermeasures Station early in March 1951. 
11. EXPERIVRITAL viDRE 
ts 
Farther explosion tests 	streamer units have been carried out at 
Lake Arabia in order to determine the resistance of the suspension cable 
to damage by streamer explosions. The tests are made using a float-explo-
eive tube assembly fabricated with hinged yokes. The wire rope used as 
the tow sable was a 5/16-ice! 6x19 wire rope with independent wire rope 
center Web had been covered with a rubber sheath by the B.F. Goodrich 
Company. the nominal outside diameter of the coated viable wee 1/2 inch. 
The part of the sable *Moth passed through the hub of the yokes 11143 pro-
tected or rubber bushings made from 1/2-inch rubber steam hose. This 
additional protection was provided to prevent the yokes from cutting into 
the cable sheath. The streamer unit was suspended in the same manor as in 
UNCLASS1r 
 act No. 1111-64 
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thae tests which have been described in previous reports. 
Two euceeosive shots on the same cable specimen resulted 	only 
soars and cuts in the rubber jacket. 
f .oatt  
Test specimens of wood float eatrrial have been painted with several 
different ester repellant coatings and have been submerged in water at 
Lake Arabia for a period of several weeks. Wood blocks coated with the 
following materials have been tested in this manners Phonoplast„ Spar var-
nish, pliolite base laboratory paint, polyvinyl chloride-alkyl resin, und 
urea formaldehyde resin. None of the coatings proved to be exterproofvmder 
these conditions. All of the specieens were warped and water soaked after 
a period of three weeks. Furthermore, these coatings were ersily cracked 
by moderately rough handling. 
ITT. DESIGN 
It is un 	t teats which have been carried out at the 
U.S. Navy Vino Countermeasures Station, Panama City, Florida, indicate 
that the steel cables may have insufficient electrical conductance to-
permit their use as streamer tow lines. With this in *iced, the American 
Steel and Wire Company has been requested to furnish information with 
gard to manufacturing wire rope with a stranded copper core. A 3/8-inch 
improved plow steel rope with (sapper core would have a breaking strength • 
of approximately 12,000 pounds. The copper core would be the approximate 
equivalent of a 10 gage conductor. This cable would be rubber-jacketed to 
a nominal l/2-inct diameter with the same type rubber sheath that has been 
40.1 % UNIGLASirits0 
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applied to sanples previously by th 
	rich Company. 
v4terProoLileAllenk 
The Forest .eroducts Laboratory of the U.S. Dop 	t of Agriculture 
at Madison, Wisconsin, has given no encouragement in the search for a 
waterproof paint coatin . The following quotation is an excerpt from 
recent correspondence with that laboratory: It is doubtful whether any 
surface coating will stand up very well under the conditions involved. 
Vifficulty arises because of the change in preesure of the air trapped 
within the wood cavities and the consequent tendency' to rupture protective 
coatings as wall as from the adverse effect or the prolonged. water im-
mersion on the coatings themselves." 
the most promising results have been obtained eh the food cylinders 
have been wrapped with 1/16-inch gauge threed gum rubber, which is the 
vulcanised. Test specimens of wood 5-1/2 inches in diameter by 12 incubi's 
long jacketed in this manner have been exposed to the explosion of *tree. 
nler units 	distance of 12 feet without breaking the rubber jacket. 
Equipment is being fabricated which will make possible the jacketing of 
12-foot float sections. 
IV. i-Pqr,ga 
Work is c 	 crew on the fabrieation of the various components 
required for conduct 	explosion tests of towed streamer units. Tentative 
plans are being made for performing explosion tests underway at the U.S. 
Xavy Mine Countermeasures Station, Panama City, Florida early in March. 
The purpose of these tests will be to determine the effect at the explo- 
UNCLIAbbi ICH 
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sion of one 25-foot streamer section upon the tow cable and nearby units 
when the streamer is being towed at operational speeds. 
PLAN; Fc,' PCEDIATg VTURX 
Fabrication of streamer units for tests underway will be continued. 
Techniqpes for rubber-jacketing full-length wood float sections will 
be developed. 
Steps for the soffit of a flexible, 	 re rope which 
can be rUbber.jacketed will be initiated. 
Res artfully 
W.H. Sachs, Jr., 
Assistant Project Director 
Approved* 
Y. Bellinger, 	" 
Project Lirytor 
'Ciield A. Rosselot, Director, 
State Angineering Experimemt Station 
mow UNCLASSIFIED 
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I. SUMMARY Ut4C1.-AS 
 1FIED 
Units for approximately 600 feet of a required 1500 feet of explosive 
streamers have been assembled for tests at the U.S. Navy Mine countermeasure 
Station and Charleston Naval Shipyard. 
explosion tests underway of 400-foot streamers have resulted in modifi-
cation of the yoke casting to increase its strength. Explosion tests of strea-
mer units assembled with the modified yokes show the yokes to have sufficient 
strength to prevent breakage by routine handling, as well as by the explosion 
of adjacent units. The rubber jacket of the tow cable used in the explosion 
tests was shown to be very poorly bonded to the steel cable. 
Preliminary discussions have been held with Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
personnel relative to the design of a mechanical detonator-safe mechanism 
for use in the explosive streamer. 
II. INTAODUCTION 
On February 5 and 6, 1951, a conference was held at the Bureau of Ships 
between representatives of leorgia Teen, Charleston Naval Shipyard, the hairy 
Mine. Countermeasures Station (USNMCS), the Sureau of Ordnance, the Naval 
Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) and the Bureau of Ships Code 620. The purpose of 
the conference was to review progress in the development of the Georgia Tech 
explosive streamer, tc discuss minor design modifications, and to plan for the 
production of streamers Which would be required for test purposes. 
Anticipated streamer requirements for test purposes during March and 
April are approximately 1500 feet. Units for a total of 900 feet of streamer 
were requested for use at USNMCS. 600 feet of streamer will be required for 
tests at the Charleston Naval Shipyard. 
UNGLASS;1-1 
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The month of February was spent in the production of streamer units to 
meet the above requirements. Details of the production work were not con-
sidered to be of sufficient importance to warrant preparation of a formal 
monthly report. The present report therefore covers the period from Feb-
ruary 1 to March 31, 1951. 
III. X 'ERDiENTAL WORK 
On March 6, 1951, the first explosion tests of a 400-foot streamer were 
carried out underway at the USNMGS. The purpose of the tests was to determine 
the affect of the detonation of an explosive section upon the tow cable and 
upon the units forward and aft of the expended unit. The 400-foot streamer 
consisted of 16 float-explosive tube assemblies with their spacer sections. 
The three assemblies on the after end of the streamer were loaded with cast 
HBX-1. Three units in the center of the streamer were also loaded with ex-
plosive. The balance of the float-explosive tube assemblies were ballasted 
with concrete so that they possessed moderate positive buoyancy. Spacer 
sections forward and aft of the explosive-loaded units were loaded with prima-
cord for blowing the spacers from the cable. Stainless steel thrust bearings 
separated adjacent spacer tubes. The tow cable was a 5/16-inch 6x19 TORC wire 
rope which had been rubber-coated by the B.F. Goodrich Company. The streamer 
was towed at a speed of about nine knots from the stern of the towing vessel 
with a paravane depth setting of 30 feet. The paravane was towed approximately 
200 feet from the ship. 61)0 feet of tow cable were used with the streamer. 
The explosive charges were fired electrically by a system devised by 
personnel of the USNMCS. An alternating potential was applied to the tow 
Gable, the cable serving as the primary winding of a transformer. Electric 
detonator leads were connected to the secondary winding of the transformer 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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which was housed in the hub of the yoke of the explosive-loaded streamer units. 
The yokes used in the float-explosive labs assemblies for tiese tests were of 
the design shown In Figure 1. 
Ile first unit 'tred was the assembly immediately forward of the unit on 
the after end of the streamer. 	ite the exception of the transforeer for 
firth; the detonators, tIr float assembly as well as the spacer sections 
forward and aft of the assembly were blown clear of the tow cable. The rub-
ber jacket of the cable was badly stripped. Inspection of the tow wire indi-
cated that the sheath was very poorly bonded to the cable. The cast alueinum 
yokes of the assemblies forward ard aft of the exploded unit were broken. 
In the second test an explosive-loaded assembly near the center of the 
streeeer was detonated. The explosive assembly and spacer tubes were again 
blown clear of the cable, but the power transforeer remained. The poorly 
bonded rubber jacket was again stripped and torn from the to cable. Yokes 
of the assemblies forward and aft of the explosive unit were broken as in 
the first test. 
isa result or the yoke breakage in these tests, the pa 'ern was modi-
fied in )rder to strengthen the weak sections where fractures had occurred. 
Figure 2 shows a yoke casting of the revised design. The new yokes were utilized 
in the assembly of explosive units for ferther testine underwa,. 
)n '!arch 23, 1951, explosion tests of a 400-foot streamer were carried 
out at VSTiCS to check the strength of the revised yokes. 
The yokes of the four assemblies at the after end of the streamer were 
of the new desien. Yokes of the other assemblies In the streamer were of 
the olo type shown in Figure 1. This streamer was towed dead astern of the 
town". vessel. A streamlined weight was used to obtain submergence of the 
streamer. The tow cable was the same rubber-covered cable which had been 
used in the March 6 tests. 
UWLiAlbSit 
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Figure 2. Hinged Yoke with 5-1/2-inch ()give 
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The third unit from the after end of the streaner was detonated in the 
first of two explosions. Thp power transformer was the only wart of the 
25-foot assembly which was not blown from the cable. The rubber sheath 
on the cable was stripped and torn as in the previous tests. None of the 
yokes in the streamer was damaged. 
The second unit from the after end of the streamer was detonated for 
the second test. one of the yokes was damaged. One of the spacer sections 
failed to clear the cable when the primacbrd did not detonate. It is be-
lieved that this failure was a result of a cut in the plastic coating which 
permitted entry of water and resulting desensitization of the explosive in the 
primacord. 
Results of the tests described indicate that the yokes of,the latest 
design (Figure 'e have sufficient strength to prevent breakage during 
normal handling, as well as breakage by explosion of the streamer units in 
adjacent positions. Yokes of this design will be used in assembling streamers 
for Charleston and the balance of the streamers to be sent to USN CS. 
IV. STR A gig± COUPONKNTS 
A. Tow Cable  
One thousand feet of 5/16-inch 6x19 rubber-covered wire rope have been 
received from the B.F. Goodrich Company since the tests described above were 
made. The adhesion of the rubber sheath to the cable in this particular 
sample appears to be extremely good. This length of cable is scheduled 
for shipment to Charleston with streamer units for launching and towing 
tests. 
Five thousand feet of copper-cored wire rope nave been ordered from 
the American Steel and Are Company for delivery about april 15, 151. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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Tete cable 4111 be rubber-coated by the B.F. Ooodrich Company 
e. Floats 
To data the most satisfactory protective coating for the wood floats 
of the explosive streamer has been rubber. After 1/16-inch thick tread gum 
rubber had been successfully applied to short test samples, a steam auto- 
clave was constructed in which the 12-foot floats could be cured. The present 
method of waterproofing the units is to wrap the float with the tread gum sheet. 
the float is then placed in the autoclave and the rubber is cured at a tempera-
ture of about 300°F. 
Soft spots of partially cured rubber were found on some of the first 
floats oovered in this manner. The soft rubber was scraped off in some cases 
during the handling incident to the explosion taste described in this report. 
It is believed that this difficulty can be overcome in the curing process. 
Tests are being undertaken to determine the most effective means of 
sealing the interfaces between the ends of the floats and the metallic com-
ponents which must be attached to them. 
C. Detonator Safety revice  
n arch 2.), 1951, !essrs. Alien J. Eietemann and Cnarlco A. .-3oroxier of 
the nava rdnance Laboratory visited :teor b ia 'Leon to discuss general safety 
features which oust be considered in the explosive streamer design. Ine 
desjgn cf a TOCfatiC-1 detonator-safo foaturo for ti:e explosive train xas 
discussed. !I system actuated by a pressure sensitive metallic bellows was 
proposed by -eorgia Tech. An unusual feature of the arrangement is that 
the bellows would be filled with liquid to prevent damage oy underwater ex-
plosions. The facilities at '=,)orgia Tech /fere o..Tered for the development 
of tho idea either under the . -ruent contract or uad -..r a separate contract 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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with the bureau_ of Ordnance. It is understood that the OL representatives 
will make recommendations which will form the basis for action to initiate 
the development work. 
V. 	.' 	 FUTOR- 
The production of streamers for use in proposed tests at Charleston and 
USNMCS will be continued. Detail and assembly drawings of streamer components 
will be forwarded to the Bureau. 
Respectfully submitted: 
Ward H. Sachs, Jr., 
l'rojoct Director 
11,1,11.^MINA* 
Gerald A. kooselot, ilrector, 
State %ngineerinF Experiment Station 
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I. SW.LARY 
During April and May components for 900 feet of streamer were delivered 
to Naval activities for use in launching and towing tests. 
Work has been started on the design of an arming device for the ex-
plosive streamer. The development has been undertaken by Georgia Tech 
under technical supervision of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory. Teats in 
which the proposed actuating mechanism, a fluid-filled metallic bellows, 
was exposed to underwater explosion of 50 pounds of cast HBX-1 indicated 
that use of this mechanism is feasible with respect to resistance to damage 
by nearby explosions. 
Tow cable design has been discussed with engineers of several cable 
manufacturers. Nylon covered cables and cables having rubber coverings 
reinforced with textile and glass fibers are being procured for test. 
II. FH)GRESS 
A. Production of Streamer Assemblies  
Production of streamer components was continued throughout April and 
May. On April 26, 1951, float-explosive tube (dummy) assemblies and buffer 
sections for 600 feet of streamer, together with thrust bearings and 10(X) 
feet of tow cable, were delivered to the Charleston Naval Shipyard. These 
units are to be used in launching and towing testa scheduled for early June. 
Yokes, floats and buffer sections for 300 feet of streamer were delivered 
to the USNMCS on ay 21, 1951. Electronic components will be mounted in 
yokes of these units for testing by USNMCS personnel. 
B. Arming Device, IM.-6A 
In order that components of the explosive streamer may comply with 
as UNCLASSIFIED 
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certain safety requirements specified by the bureau of Ordnance, it will be 
necessary to incorporate an out-of-line detonator safety device in the ex-
plosive train of the assembly. Georgia Tech has agreed to undertake the 
development of such a device under technical supervision of the Naval Ord-
nance Laboratory (NOL). General specificaticns for the arming device were 
discussed at a conference at NOL attended by representatives from the Bureau 
of Ships (Code 520), NOL and Georgia Tech. 
In the device which 1.3 proposed by Georgia Tech, the forces required 
for actuating the mechanism will be produced by a combination of a cow- 
pression spring and a metallic bellows. In order to prevent damage by 
nearby underwater explosions, a quantity of fluid will be sealed within 
the bellows so that, when compressed to the armed position, the bellows 
will be completely filled. The compression spring opposing the bellows will 
be of sufficient strength to expand the bellows at water depths less than 
those at which the device is required to arm. 
In order to observe the effect of underwater explosions upon cow. 
pletely filled bellows, an explosion test was carried out at Lake Arabia 
in which several water-filled bellows were exposed to the pressure re-
sulting from the underwater detonation of a 50-pound charge of cast FRX-1. 
The charge was suspended at a depth of approximately 10 feet in 16 feet of 
water and the test specimens were placed at horizontal distances of about 
12 and 17 feet from the charge. The bellows were housed in 2-1/2-inch 
pipe nipples which were capped at one end. The nipples were water-filled 
and a rubber diaphragm was placed over the other end. The bellows were 
approximately 1-1/2 inches in diameter, 1-1/2 inches long and had 12 
active corrugations. The material was brass about 0.008 inch thick. 




Progress Report Nciiiiii Project No. 1h1-64  
Results of these tests appeared to I1 PIA5A11:1 	t of the 
bellows-spring combination as an actuating mechanism for the safety device 
and design is proceeding along these lines. Preliminary design sketches 
are being prepared for submission to NOL personnel for comment. 
C. Tow Cable  
On April 20, 1951, streamer explosion tests were again carried out 
underway at the USNUCS in order to test the resistance of rubber-covered 
cable to the explosion of streamer units. The tow cable utilized ems 
another sample prepared by the B.F. Goodrich Company. The rubber sheath 
appeared to be extremely well bonded to the 5/16-inch 6x19 MC' cable. 
However, two successive detonitiona of streamer units cut and tore the 
covering badly. 
Since submission of the last report, the design of the streamer tow 
cable has been discussed with a number of engineers representing the wire 
and cable industry. Engineers of the Simplex Axe and Cable Company, The 
American Steel and Wire Company and The B.F. Goodrich Company have been 
consulted on the problem. Mr. W.A. Smith of the Goodrich Company observed 
that, since very nearly maximum possible adhesion has been obtained in 
preparation of rubber covered samples which have been damaged in teats at 
USNUCS, a different approach should be attempted. He suggested imbedding 
a textile fabric between two well-bonded layers of rubber in an attempt 
to secure increased resistance to tearing. Similar suggestions were made 
by engineers of the Simplex Company and American Steel and Wire Company. 
Orders have been placed for samples of cable incorporating this modifica-
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Two samples of nylon covered wire rope are being procured from Laniel-
son Manufacturing Company for testing. 
TIl. PLANS Fli2 DINIEDIATE FUTURE 
Production of streamer unite will be continued. A preliminary design 
of the arming device will be submitted to representatives of NOL for comment 
and approval. 
The nylon covered wire rope manufactured by the Danielson Company *ill 
be subjected to explosion tests at Lake Arabia. 
Respectfully submitted: 
Ward H. Sachs, Jr., 
Prcject Director 
Approved: 
Gerald A. Rosselot„ Director 
State Engineering experiment Station 
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I. SUMMARY UNCLASSIFIED 
Components for LX) feet of dumpy explosive streamers were produced 
during the month of June. 
Georgia Tech representatives conferred with B.F. Goodrich personnel 
with reference to improved methods for water-proofing streamer floats and 
buffer tube fillers. 
A sample of nylon covered wire rope was badly out by one of the yoke 
castings in an explosion test at Lake Arabia. 
II. PRIORESS 
A. 'reduction of Streamer 	 ts 
Production of streamer components was continued during June. Yoke 
castings, floats and buffer assemblies for 410 feet of streamer ears pro-
duced during the month. Units will be delivered to USWMCS, Panama City, 
Florida, to replace components which have been lost or damaged during pre-
vious tests. 
B. Streamer Components  
1. Floats  
Georgia Tech representatives visited the B.F. Goodrich Company, 
Akron, Ohio, on June 21, 1951, to discuss the water-proofing of the streamer 
floats and the buffer tube wood fillers. Although the vulcanised tread gum 
currently being used as the float covering appears to be satisfactory, a 
more economicall, method of water-proofing was sought. Furthermore, the tread 
stock covering does not appear to be an economical solution for ths water-
proofing of the buffer tube fillers. Georgia Tech has made arrangements to 
send three full-sise floats to the Goodrich plant to be covered with a heat 




sent to American Anode, Inc., a subsidiary of B.F. Goodrich, for an 
tempt to cover the wood fillers by a dipping proem's. 
2. Tow Cable 
The B.F. Goodrich Company has completed processing a sample of 
cable which they covered with a UR5 stock. The CRS stock is not as tough 
and has lower cutting and tearing resistance than previous stocks used in 
tests but the adhesion is believed to be such superior. The sample will be 
explosiontested at Lake Arabia when received. Goodrich has procured some 
pylon cord which will be used in production of 4 cable having a nylon braid 
imbedded in the rubber covering. 
A 5/16-inch 7x11 wire rope covered to a nominal. 1/2-inch diameter with 
an extruded nylon jacket was subjected to explosion testa at Lake Arabia 
in order to determine the resistance of the covering to damage by detona-
tion of a streamer explosive assembly. The covering sustained two bad cuts 
at one end of the float-explosive assembly. The cuts were approximately 
ten inches apart (yoke hub length). One cut was on top of the cable and 
the other was on the bottom. These results would appear to indicate that 
the difference in initiation delay of the two detonators utilised in the 
test was large enough that the main explosive charge was initiated at one 
end on/y. Consequently the longitudinal force of the detonating charge 
was exerted on the yoke casting where the oable damage occurred before the 
yoke was disintegrated by the primaoord threaded through the yoke web. 
Damage to the nylon covered cable was reduced in the next test by 
cementing rubber pads in the yoke hubs at the points where the cable came 
in contact with the yoke. In the previous tests the cable bad been pro-
tected at these points by rubber bushings which fitted rather loosely in 
the yoke hub. It is doubtful that these loose bushings had remained in 
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Conponente for 441. fset c dummy exelosive streamers oere produced 
durin 	month of July. 
in explosion test was oarried out at Lake erabia in Which the 
to Insulation of tha tow cable waa badly cut when a streamer Unit equipped 
:cite rattedransformer assemelies was detonated. 
eeseite of t4a explosive streamer-torpedo warhead test made et eeNkCS 
on June 2e, 1)el ere discuesed. 
e. Frodection of 6‘,reamer t;emponents 
rrodection of streeeer nits i& 	minuad during the month Qf ju4. 
lesemblies for 1ic; feet of otrear have beer, febrieeted. Tve,; ,,; vinits All 
be delivred 	 :An (,arl: 
L. Tow Cable  
ATicti-ter sample 4.1f 1:3. 	e.-)ocrIct rubl)er cvered. ca—..e has b•on exijosion 
tested at Leke 	Th 	rtu1ar metple was 'eelf" 6x1) 	brass 
platec wire rope covered it te_e c,a3 rviaLla 	Thz, phezicel proper- 
ties. of tUe aompuend were reported to be ;.:,cod 	c11;,h not so rin i4 bear 
and cutting resistance as the natural rubber stocksrevieusle tes :t.ee. 
The adhesien between rubeer and cable In this semple ITU8 believed by r:e)od-
rich repreeentatives to be ti* best obtained to date. This cable was Bebe 
jeeted tu th , f exiosiori QC a streemer useeebly. In the y 	G: ths assem- 
bly were eeuntee potted trensEcreer unite which tad been ebteinee fron. MCS. 
Thi!.3 unit i.mulatee, more nearly than ene ot previous errangeeents, t'ne 
actual aesembly which will be 	in the streamer. TKO lengths of prixa- 
vim 
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cord were threaded thro101 the potted transformer assembly to tear it apart 
when the explosive charge Rae eeteeejted. 
Detonation of the main exi:lesive charge and the primacord cut the cable 
at each yoke, and inflicted 'severe)._ cute in the ceeering between the yokes. 
The plastic potting cox 	on of the traneformere was eompletely clat- 
tered but two of the cores were einbreken and remained on the eable. The other 
potted transforeer 	fractured, bet the transforeer cotes were not breken 
and the potted units reeainee on the cable. The cable was badly cut at the 
point where the transforeers had been located. There wae no daeage to the 
cable we it paused through the ends o the yoke hubs. These points were 
protected by rutier pedS which had been vuleenized to tfe yoIe caetines. 
It is enderstood that the transformers which will be used in the final 
design mill be more •easily eroken apart. Th.te material :fill b9 procured 
froe.. liNeCS but is, as yet, uraveilable for test. 
A sample of eable which mill incorperete e woven. febrie Tee& imbedded 
in the rubber ceatine le expected ;7ree feee 	eioodrich C:o. about August le. 
Additional cabled lueving a similar constrection usifte glees and nylon fabrics 
are beine erepare by the Arerieen Steel end •tre Cc. These cables require 
bra pited steel wire for bonding of the rubber insulation, and delivery 
is not expected before October 15, leeeL 
Five hundred feet of eldeinch diameter, teflon tape insulated copper 
core wire rope is beiree covered with nylon by the Ieanielson Menufacturing 
Co. for use by ;SNC,S in at their equipment in August. delivery of 
the cable to Fenana City is expeoted by eugust 15, 1951. 
AAREH41) SMT trA. 28 1951 
reeoreia Tech Oersonnel visited USMeGS on July 5, 1951, at shish time 
photographs of the streamer wit e eecoverocl from the torpedo warhead test 
-2- 	UNCLASSIFIED 
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of June 28, 1951, were examined. As a result of the extreme daaage austained 
by the streamer in this test, consieration nas been given to strengthenihg 
of the float assemblies, particularly the yokes. However, very little evidonoe 
is available on which to base modification in the yoke pattern, since only one 
of the damaged yokes was recovered. It is believed that the first step toward 
strengthening the yoke castings should be the use o a strors!er aluminum alloy. 
Such a step would require no alteration in the patterns and would not delay 
delivery- of streamers required for testing. :3teps haw bees ta:ctilT1 to pro- 
cure 26r) pounds of alcoa Alloy 41)5. This alloy in the heat treated condi-
tisn poesesses physic,s1 properties approximately 5() -„ii higher than the 7 ,212 
alloy currently beihs slad. 
S eetitution of a stronger metal for the aluminum is not believed to 
be warranted or prscticablo because suo4 a step wdald requiro reduction in 
cross sections to keep tne soight equal to that of tho aluminum units, the 
net result being a lists1 nesting having physical properties only si%ttly 
superior to the alcoa 	alloy 	tho 	is not aintsined constant, 
float Sialleters will necessarily be incroased and the asses:bly would be-
CA8 evon isore cumbersome thar. It 12 at present. 
Artter modification or the yokes adpear s to be unwarranted until al-
terations whi - y bQ resired. in order to blow the t.7shsformer from the 
cable are determined. 
:it h reference to strengthening of the floats, the torpedo warhead tests 
made at I:SN:4105 in Jsptember o: li5.0 are recalled. In the tests an array 
of hollow steel tubas and wood rlosts was subjected t/3 the explosion of a 
6j... -1) pound torpedo warhead at distances varyiv from 15 feet to .3 fast or 
more. fiererence is 'sade to data in ;regress levrt No. l , Septonber 3?, 1950, 
which indicated that steel tuooc shish possessed very little buoyancy in 
MEI 
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excess of that required twCi fh.,ut thal:zelves wero collapsed i to 2::3 tenet 
're the warhead. 
ft 	believed that the rut:loon covers 	flatsused at present 
ptlesess the ht cdninAtion 	i1x1biLtty, bmyancy, and resistance to 
untlerwuter explosi4Jne 	anytri3 yst consWered. 	troe that 
1iot o 	trtInO•hened br ittiiz . 	 re (Insa 	St 
sti410. oo btvrvo tn A!171, n:00'eVe'r t t1T,e,t iTvrearq: the drsL 	t 	qood 
r k:t 3 	Y13 	 iCt t. c_ ,;A4n6s ;w0 rtAbic tect or ,3.uld increase 
the float disaster 4,;proslAtely one Irth. 
folt at 4orzIA :4C:th that the loss of 500 t:,, f the stronTer units 
cice rzt triAly rlent 	aiotual d 	 v tilt: units, and t•at 
t!.0 lost; oan be isterlall!/ iedreasee if it can 
	
detcroinert 	t.hc, fail- 
ur,! ..Jvlorre0,t 	ad t.hL 	Aiii t rd.ice SW1,10 ovidatwe ut un 
er1lAtla 
dtin ol strowAer 	 bu contIn1e(1, AA 	ti 	f a 
str,n4ar i z$nJ• d.1y 1.11 L 	 inot can 	proced. 
,xT,)icslon t.Jattt. on cables 4.11 oe reLmed Ahen, b1liurg:4P; and, 
tv4par,1%cle uscir,Aales are recelve. 
.spectrully :3 t$d: 
Nerd•laclas, Jr. 
rArector 
c.AararLd 	.4:0154ZAke, .,,asotor 
4tat4 rientat, ion 	
ILO 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
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Pattern aork. has been completed f.r moldine eneee,iece aluminum yokes 
which will replace the hinged yokes utilized heretefere in explosive 
streeeer assemblies. The new yokes will pereit retention or the euver 
transformers on the cable after detonation of the explosive charee of 
a 2'e-feot section. 
An experimental water turbine has been ordered for use in developing 
an independent source of power for each individual explosive assembly of 
the streamer. 
Streamer floats covered by the B.F. Goodrich Company with a heat-
sealing MYCAR stock will be tested for durability along with fleets 
covered at :ieorgia Tech. 
IT. fROGRFSS 
As a result of damage sustained by cables when attempts were made 
to blow traneforeer assemblies from the cables by the use of primacord, 
it was decided in a conference with 8ureau of Ulips, Code tiZO personnel 
that it would be permissable to leave the power transformer on the streamer 
tow cable. Modifications in the design of the aluminum yoke casting nave 
bean made which will provide for cutting the arms of the yoke sieulteneouslY 
with the detonation o the main explosive charge. The huos of the yoke, 
together with the transformers which they will house, eL11 then remain 
on th cable. The new yoke will no longer have a hinged arm extending 
downward to the explosive tube, but will be a one-piece meeeer. The 
one-piece yoke should be considerably more durable and should be more 
resistant to damage by torpedo warhead explosions than the earlier yokes. 
Patterns for the revised yoke are complete, and it is expected that the 
UNCLA8S1FIED 
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first castings gill el reedy for testin' abut ctober b, 1951. 
T. date, nene of the cables eLice have been exposed to ex - loaion 
teats at s can be considered as satisfactory toe cables for the ex-
plosive streaner, because laree areas or Dare steel cable were ceeesed 
wtie the ruuber insulation was torn away during the teuto. The cur-ent 
codifications in see yoke design to permit retention of the power trans-
former on the tow cable should rejnce the demege to the cable coverine. 
Kerever, in view e: the difficulties experienced in the past ir connection 
with cable perforeance, it was believed desirable to investigate an in-
dependent source of electrical power for each explosive assembly. one 
possible source of power for the detector-actuator units in earn assembly 
would be a generator driven by a small water turbine. The generator 
and turbine could, be housee in the large, forward ogive of each explosive 
assembly. Utilization of such power source would eliminate the necessity 
or insulating the tow cable and would solve other problems associated 
with a current-carrying tow wire. 
urine a conference at the Bureau of Shins, Code 2C, it was proposed 
that the feasibility of developing a hydraulic generator system for use 
with the streamer units be irvestiguted. Verbal approval was granted by 
the Bureau to carry on the work concurrently with the cable development. 
It was agreed that Georgia Tech would procure the water turbine and that 
the U.S. Navy vine Countermeasure Station (L.SCS) would provide a genera-
tor with characteristics suitable for testing, the output of the tertine. 
&eorgia Tech has placed a purchase order with the James Lefts]. Company, 
6pringfield, Alio for an experimental turbine unit whice will be utilized 
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-1/2-inch diameter wood streaJler floats covered witr. a Ileat- 
sealin YCAR stock have been received from tht B. 	 Cutipany. 
These units will be sent to'CS for life to 	with.'qoats covered 
at ,:eorca Tech. 
LII. YUTI.t:., ?!OGRA 
,k streamer assembly fabricated mil. the new one-piece yokes will he 
explosion tested at, Lake Arabia. Tae B.? _ioodrich rubber oofied mible 
jacketed with 4 woven nylon cover will be lleed in the tests. 
If the yokes are satisfactory with respect to performance in the 
explosive test, and if they rulfill the requirements of IJS\1 so far 
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;xplosion tests of streamer tow cable samples were made using float-
explosion units assembled with one-piece oast aluminum yokes. A rubber-
covered cable having a nylon basket weave jacket survived the explosion 
of the 51-pound 111.4••2 charge with only slight damage, *hen smooth and 
rounded steel end plugs of the yoke hobs were in contact with tha cable. 
Special osavy-walled, cast aluminum test containers are being made 
for pressure testing in an attempt to develop a water-tight cavity in 
the upptIr ogive of the yoke to house the actuator-detector units. 
The B.F. Goodrich Company is developing a special cable design 
which may prove to be a satisfactory tow cable. However, delivery of 
samples is several months away. 4 unique feature in the construction 
of this cable is that each individual wire of tLo rope will be rubber-
coated prior to stranding. 
Completion of the experimental water turbine being made by The 
James Leffel Company is expected in about four to six weeks. 
Fil:)4 U8 
A. 	xsloyion _Testes 
On October 9, 1951, an explosion test was made at Lake Arabia in 
order to observe the affect of the detonation of an explosive streamer
unit upon a tow Debi, having, a woven nylon jacket over a rubber covered 
wire rope. The float-explosive tube assembly was fabricated using the 
one-piece yokes described briefly in Progress Report No. 28, dated Sep-
tember 29, 1951. The yokes were made in such a manner that the hub, 
which will house the power transformer, will renain on the tow cable 




cord is shown in Figure 1. in the final iltirtLASSIELEDnot 
be exposed as shown in the figure, but will be protected by a metallic 
disc. The end plugs in the tub of the yokes were lined with ruboer 
bushings to protect the tow cable. Primacord-lo ►ded spacer tubes ap-
proximately three feet long were placed against the outer face of each 
yoke. The main explosive charge cGnsisted of 51 pounds of cast BX-2. 
Detonation or thp explosive units cleared the cable of all streamer 
components except the yoke hubs. The cable covering was severely cut at 
the ends of the yoke hubs, since the rubber bushings afforded no protec-
tion to the cable. 
Jr Uctober17 a similar test was conducted. However, the holes in 
the steel end plugs for the yoke hubs were not rubber-lined for this teat. 
Instead, the cable rested directly against the smoothly finished steel. 
The entrances to the holes were rounded so that no sharp edges would 
contact the cable. 
Very slight damage was inflicted upon the cable in the vicinity of 
the yokes when the charge was detonated. The nylon basket-weave jacket 
was frayed near the center of the unit where the cable had apparently 
been thrown against the wood float. The nylon jacket was also frayed 
at the points where the split end plugs of the spacer sections were 
located. These defects were not considered to be serious. 
B. Yoke Design  
On October 25 a conference was held at the Bureau of Ships, Code 520 
to discus. the design of the aluminum yokes. Personnel from USN CS and 
Georgia Tech were present. It was reported that attempts to waterproof 
the electronic components of the detector-actuator units by use of a 
4M11 
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Figure 1. One-Piece Aluminum Yoke 
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plastic potting material had met with little success, and that it ' ,aid 
be desirable to maks the large cavity in the upper ogive of the yoke a 
water-tight chamber. Mr. Ztalerman of Georgia Tech pointed to the pos-
sibility of inareasing the thickness of the chamber wall sufficiently 
to prevent water seepage resulting from metal porosity. The thickness 
of the wall would also have to be sufficient to prevent collapse of 
the chamber under explosion pressures resulting from the detonation of 
other streamer units. Zn actober 3 gr. Zimmerman conferred further with 
personnel at USNOS to obtain details relative to sire and shape of the 
components of the detector-actuator *Itch must be housed in the chamber. 
s4lothode for waterproofing electrical leads to hydrophonee and the arm-
ing device were also considered. In view of the potting difficulties 
experienced it was concluded that the construction of a watertight chap* 
her should be attempted. Consequently, patterns are being made at 
Georgia Tech for molding a chamber which can be incorporated into the 
design of the one-piece yoke shown in Figure 1. It is evected that 
alumin castings will be available for explosion and porosity tests 
the week of November 4 1951. 
On October 18 Georgia Tech personnel conferred at the Bureau of 
Ships lith B.F. Goodrioh Company and Code 520 representatives with re-
gard to cable design. Mr. Z.W. Leguillon of Ooodrich eubaitted a cam-
pis of heap-ceotered wire rope, the individual wires of which had been 
coated with An air-curing rubber compound before they were stranded. 
The rope was rep.crted to have extremely high fatigue resistance. Gen-
eral epecifitsa,ions were drawn up for a streamer tow cable raving a 
41111116 
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construction similar to the sample mentioned above. Tentative specifi-
cations are as follows: 
#10 A.'. G. Stranded copper core. 
1/32-inch wall rubber. 
6x7 wire rope stranding, each wire rubber covered. 
Rubber aunt impregnation between strands and around 
central core. 
Nylon basket weave braid. 
Rubber jacket. 
Ultimate strength 14100-15,000 pounds 
Nominal ,),O. 5/6 inch. 
At a subsequent meeting on October 31, at the B. F. Goodrich plant 
in Akron, Ohio, Ur. Leguilion estimated delivery of four 150-foot 
length of the cable in January, if no unforseen difficulties were met. 
In addition to the samples mentioned above, an order 	been placed 
with Goodrich for 800 feet of rubber covered cable having a nylon braid 
Imbedded in the rubber jacket. It is thought that the additional rub-
ber outside the nylon will reduce the damage to the cable observed in 
the explosion testa conducted in October. 
Two samples of rubber covered cables will be received from the 
American Steel and Wire Company about November 12. 
C. 	rimental Turbine  
On October 30, 1951, a visit was made to the Jams Leffel Company 
Springfield, Ohio. Progress of the work on the construction of the ex-
perimental turbine was reviewed. AU patterns have been completed, and 
all necessary materials are on hand. It was expected that four to six 
weeks more work would be required to complete the unit. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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III. FUTURE ,PRO 
Test sections simulating the cavity in the large ogivs of the cast 
aluminum yoke will be tested for explosion resistance and water-tightness. 
The American Steel and Wire Company tow cable will be explosion 
tested and orders will be placed for tow cable required for life and 
prototype tests. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Ward H. Sachs, Jr., 
Project Director 
Approved: 
Wald A. MOSOSIOty uiroctor 
State Engineering Sxperiment Station 
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The yoke castin(r, for roject rrt1 treuRr aesnAlies has teen re-
designed to 7)r. ,3vde a. water-tiFht conoartent for detector-actuator r , I .lip-
rEent. 
rder hv'seen placed for stroer tow catles which. will te relirer?, 
for exnlosion rJnd life tests of streamer cononents. 
-.0d-letn (IT streaner units for explesion and life tests has teen
startfd. 
o-Tr.rinental water turtine for a rrelininary investigation of the 
feasaility of a. water driven generator e e oower source for detector-
actuator ,Auitn has teen received. 'Equiprent . is beiu set Ilt) for te'Ain7 
the unit at leorL7ir Tech. 
INTPC.:=TIM 
This rorens eport covers the period froir„ Novcalter I through 1)ace.. 
ter 71, 19r1. 	VI° sake of completeno 	infomlation which was inrillded 
in Yerr„oren1111; TroFres ,:: Report dated '::lovet*er 3f:', 1951, will te included 
herein. 
12T. 	FRCOR: - ', 
Yoke palTirm 
Tho dorrabilit- of o water-tight charter for housing electronic 
detector-actuator componento of the crplosive streauner was pointed out 
,in '"rogress teport Nr). 	Cctoter 31, 1951- 'reliv,inary stepe in redesim 
of the etrear yoke casting to provide S9C ;1. a chaAer were taen in '10V01:1** 
ter, wixn a1u7iaux„ castings of a silm and shape duplicatin the proosed 




rcv.sresr-:. pot o. 
fter sever•', 	 to 	in 	technique over tiles 
prev?iolsly, non-p-crous cstinr7s, were prodaced. Thee withstood 
underwater x oior rrssures res4ltinr fro - the detonatton of a 5 —pOund 
Int char of cast 7D , at a distance cf 12 feet. Castinrs nave teen 
testei th internal water presures as hig ns 1,07 psi '.71thout leakage 
either efore and after the noect . ens had te! ,-n -,7ut1ected to the explosion 
tezts. 
7.7 4 purr 1 sho ws e. yoke of the latest cieign. Icseages for electrical, 
leaf frT.,,r. the trrnsforer, housed. in the yoke hut, to tbe detector-actuator 
and frog: the detector-actuator to hydrophone and detonator load.s are con-
cerled in the arr . or the yoke. " - tcel stuffin.7-lox inserts provide water-
tirht ssal 	 9 of these paswes. ! tress hydrophone rece ,Aecle 
is also inserted into the nilold prior to castinf - . Thi receptacle cnn te 
seen in the lower chwrIer of the yoke in Fire 1. The fittinr is connected 
,rith the lergr uoner charier ty a small copper tute in the yoke 
cord r11 will	nsed in the sane :Ianner as tefort to treak the yo ams. The 
olw in the r -!..rht hand end of the but of the Yoke sho1n in the figure will 
te a steel insert arnear0 Which the alurthrum wi -11 le cast. 	flurinuE 
plur7 
 
in the oppsite end of the yoke hut- is reovatle in order that the 
pcY.;er trLssfc)rt7er c h -nstalled fio this end. The rounded 	clos- 
ing the loFT„' cheAer, 	will hou:ne the armin deice„ is a screwed 
fittinr. 	 cl-/surr of the upper charler 	acc=p1.,-hed. 
y 
	
	done-shaned cover -f;hich will E scenred with ca-,7 screws. 
Ecalse 
 
o the clarolexit7 of the yok -hown, it opeare that tx.„‘ 
cestin7s eqsr dr,y will to the prolnction lirdt in the Georgia. Tech fac±11- 
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mu, limi 
Yoke 1.7.:TJ -ting 
MIS 
F5.gure 1. 
%eport - .o. 	ro e  t 	1 1 1-4): 
re! 	Q 6, 1 i 
do n .7.711. e. setfactory, ;.nother source for yoke et-a? wirtfr 
P.  Tow Cables 
11,rder- 	leor! placed wit. the Az:! - /-4,e,rn Tteel and ':ire Coapan 
cables which will Ir. itiliTed in life tests and in further developnent 
tests. P.:Town 17'nd-foot reels of cable, dPSigricted GT-16 and IlialtiTT the 
follow.in, construction, have been ordered for life tests; 
tinned copper. 
0.`:)31.,- -..inch 3,7:T. rubber 
7 r'trancis brass plated steel. 
.0145-inch 6, Ca ratter. 
keleton nylon braid. 
c.01.5-inch 60% rubber jacket. 
Noadnal CL. 0.620 inch. 
T'l timate strength l2, (°--1, r:00 pounds. 
'or further development work in cooperatio- idth the I.F. kloodrich 
Cor.: 	t,n 12°C-foot reels of cable, designated GT-17 and having the 
followiry construction, have toe,i ordered: 
410.49', : tinned copper. 
0.031,L-inch 30f:: ratter. 
7 r,trEi nds of bright steel. 
Nominal U. 0. caLc, inch. 
C. St.reamer 'nits for Tests 
Project facilities have teen, and will continue to be, producing 
streamer cort ,pononts for use in explosion PM life tests scheduled for 
the winter end earl:- spr:Ing at 	It is alticipated that components 
for Loo feet of strearer of the latest design 1,4111 be ready for shiment 
imp 
_ 	• 
Figure 2. 7xneriDental later Tnrtinf,, 7nmoonentE. (Runner L-1/7" Diameter) 
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to 	 t 	7T 	171 
ctn 	 i'ro7en 	a. co.:  
Y :i Cr ear:. 1r- 
77:ner -:.e.! 1;1.4 77.1,ri 
experi.wentr water t.:TI.,:17. -1e for 7: -.:yrityclnary invectiv:atical o 	,11e, 
fsasitdlityof itr- , r driven generator 	n source ol oower for1s- 
t:actor-actuator 	has 1-- oen receival fro. the k4.,.T:c.s Leff:el 
Th; 	nooeot of thc to,rtine are shown In 	 1-- .11c.--,ws 
.vsser4 ler-3 qn1 
	
rr ri11 length 0..c . thf: Ur, -it I 	roxizTati°A.y 
The houenF I 	-1/7- ..inehe 	 fif..aleter„ f arlm -: out to C. in.,,..he 
at tc• 	 Ph 	Tr.odei s 	ce or nor:1-R air who 
tortine 'navin r 	 dtt,ensions rnui 
nr.17-.411.torhoorl of 11 pouldz3. 	t'ol.ft --qtterit 	te'ine set u -o 	theorr ---15. 
Tcc ?1 -7v - dra 	rn a.'; - '..,q-atory to 7:r Re 	 tat s 	the unit. 
r'rodAeti.:on of stretqv.e.r cc orcrt 	1i .e e. , ratfinoe1, 
loorr,f a "rec''. 	cooperate with 1 i coryluctia:-;', 
r.losion tst 	towed strear:err when ail conrfments arr: comrieted. 
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